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Abstract 
 
In this paper, we present a reordering model based on Maximum Entropy with local and non-local  features.  
This model is extended from a hierarchical reordering model with PBSMT [1], which integrates rich syntactic 
information directly in decoder as local and non-local features of Maximum Entropy model.  The advantages of this 
model are (1) maintaining the strength of phrase based approach with a hierarchical reordering model, (2) many kinds of 
rich linguistic information integrated in PBSMT as local and non-local features of MaxEntropy model. The 
experiment results with English-Vietnamese pair showed that our approach achieves significant improvements over 
the system which uses a lexical hierarchical reordering model [1]. 
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1. Introduction 
 
In recent years, the emergence of phrase-based statistical translation [2] has been one of the major 
developments in statistical approaches to translation.  One of the important problems of model statistical 
machine translation relates to its diĸculties in generating the correct word (phrase) order on the target side 
of the translation. 
Recently, in [3, 4], the lexicalized reordering models (LRMs) have been descried that it tries to predict 
the orientation of a phrase pair based on previous adjacent target phrase.  These models distinguish three 
orientations of a current phrase pair with respect to the previous target phrase:  (1) monotone (M) - the 
previous source phrase is previously adjacent to the current source phrase, (2) swap (S ) - the previous 
source phrase is next adjacent to the current source phrase, and (3) discontinuous (D) - Not monotone or 
swap.  Figure 1(1) shows an example where such a model eīectively swaps the adjective phrase “nice 
new” with a noun “house”, and the phrase “a” remains in monotone order with respect to the previous 
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Fig. 1. Phase orientation (monotone, swap, discontinuous) for English-Vietnamese translation. 
 
phrase “This is”. Those lexicalized reordering models showed that improvement over PBSMT. However, 
those models tackled local re-orderings of neighboring phrases because they usually are fail to capture long 
distance reordering. In Figure 1(2), orientation of phrase “Tom’s” should swap with the rest of the noun 
phrase, however, LRMs predict this orientation to discontinuous (D). 
Galley and Manning [1] extended the above models, proposed a hierarchical phrase reordering model 
(HRM). Their model bases on a hierarchical structure which enables phrase movements that are more com- 
plex than swaps between adjacent phrases. In Figure 1(2), their model enable to treat the adjacent phrase 
“two” and “blue books” as one single phrase, and the displacement of “Tom’s” with respect to this phrase 
can be treated as a swap(S), demonstrated by blue color S. Similarly, orientation of “.” is changed from (D) 
to (M). However, their model has several weaknesses as follows: 
• This  model estimates probabilities based on relative-frequency approach, which can suīer from the 
data sparseness problem.  One of reasons is most of the phrase examples occur only once in the 
training corpus (96.5% the phrase examples occur only once in the training corpus “Genenal” for our 
experiments). 
• This  model do not use any linguistic information. This is poor context for predicting orientation and 
estimating probabilities. 
 
In this paper, we focus on studying the improvement of the lexical reordering model.  We extend the 
hierarchical phrase reordering model [1] to a new model using Maximum Entropy model for predicting 
orientation and estimating probabilities. We can integrate rich linguistic information into our framework as 
local and non-local features. Moreover, probabilities are more exact and smooth because they are 
estimated directly from Maximum Entropy model.  The experiment results with English-Vietnamese pair 
show that our approach achieves significant improvements over the system which uses a lexical hierarchical 
reordering model [1]. 
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3 briefly intro- 
duces PBSMT with lexicalized reordering models. Section 4 presents lexicalized reordering model using 
maximum entropy and the definition of features for integrating linguistic information into Maximum En- 
tropy. Section 5 describes and discusses the experimental results. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 
6. 
 
 
2. Related Work 
 
Decoding in PBSMT built target sentence from left to right. From current hypothesis, it is important to 
identify source phrase which need be translated. Several researchers [3, 5] proposed a powerful model called 
lexicalized reordering model for predicting orientation of source phrase as descried above.  Lexicalized 
reordering model learns local orientations (monotone or swap or discontinue) with probabilities for          
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each bilingual phrase from training data. 
 
[6, 7] applied Maximum Entropy (ME) model for phrase reordering.  They used ME for 
estimating distortion probability. However, estimation is local, because the next phrase only depends 
on the current phrase. So, as a result, their systems are not robust to unseen phrases. 
Galley and Manning [1] extended the above models, proposed a hierarchical phrase reordering 
model (HRM). Their model is a more powerful model because this model bases on a hierarchical 
structure which enables phrase movements that are more complex than swaps between adjacent 
phrases.  However, the limitation of their model is the sparseness data problem and the poor of 
context information because their model estimates and learns orientations only based on training 
data.Our approach is similar to [8] except for the following important diīerence: we use non-local 
features in our framework, while they only use the local features. 
 
3. Lexicalized Reordering Models 
 
The limitation of distance based distortion modeling are stated in lexical distortion models [3, 5], 
which directly learn the probabilities for a given phrase being reordering relative to adjacent phrases. 
Given a source sentence f , which is to be translated into a target sentence e. The current state-of-the-art 
phrase based systems are log-linear models of the conditional probability P r(ƒ|e)  
 
 
 
where the hi (e, f ) are arbitrary feature functions over sentence pairs; the Ȝ are weights on feature functions 
hi (e, f ). The decoder searches for the most probable translation eˆ according to the following equation: 
 
                                                                                                                               
The features include lexicalized reordering models, which are parameterized as follows: given an source 
sentence f , a sequence of target language phrases e = (e¯1 , . . . , e¯n ) currently hypothesized by the decoder, 
and phrase alignment a = (a1 , . . . , an ) that defines a source f¯ai   for each translated phrase e¯i , those models 
estimate the probability of a sequence of orientation o = (o1 , . . . , on ) as follows: 
 
in which, each oi   takes values over the set of possible orientation ѐ  = M, S , D.  When collecting phrase 
pairs, can classify them into these three categories based on: 
 
At decoding step, we adapt the approach of Moses, which assign three distinct parameters (Ȝm , Ȝs , Ȝd ) 
for the three feature functions: 
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In order to integrate p (oi ȁe¯i , f¯ai ) into formulation 1 in decoding, we need to compute those 
probabilities. A simple way based on relative-frequency approach computes those probabilities as 
follows: 
 
 
 
where Count(x) is a number of times of x which occur into the training data.  
We calculate p(oi ȁe¯i , f¯ai ) based on a previous phrase alignment aiെ1 of ai .  We assume that ai   have m 
previous phrase alignments. Let aki-1   (k = 1, . . . , m) be k-
th previous phrase 
alignment of ai , we have:  
 
 
 
However, above way meets several limitations as described in Section 1. It is very reasonable to use 
maximum entropy model to integrate features to predict reordering of phrases. Under the Maximum 
Entropy, we define: 
 
 
 
where the Kronecker function hi  which takes values over 0,1 are model features and the și  are weight of the 
model features which can be trained by diīerent methods [9]. 
 
 
4. Lexicalized Reordering Model into PBSMT using Maximum Entropy 
 
4.1. Model 
In this section, we focus on using contextual information to help the HRM compute probabilities and 
prediction orientation of phrases. We consider the orientation of phrases as a multi-class classification task: 
the orientation of phrases (M,S,D) is label. Thus during decoding, a good way to tackle the classification 
problem is the maximum entropy approach: 
 
We use linguistic information of source phrases to integrate HRM. When this model predicts orientation 
of source phrases, linguistic information such as POS tagger, syntax help usefully to decide orientation of 
phrases. 
Features Definition 
Each source phrase , let  ( p) be a source syntactic subtree (subsume from phrase). The way to 
extract describe below. We explore local and non-local features enumerated as follows: 
 
1. Head word of phrase (HW ). Example with phrase “social sciences”, HW is “sciences”. 
2. The part of speech tag (POS tag) of head word (T G). Example with phrase “social sciences”, T G is 
N NS . 
3. Syntactic label of phrase (S L). Example with phrase “social sciences”, S L is N P. 
4. Parent Feature (PF). 
The parent node of in the parser tree of the source sentence.  The same source subtree may 
have diīerent parent nodes in diīerent training examples. And this feature may provide information 
for distinguishing between source subtrees.  Figure 2a shows that the parent of subtree 
S (“social sciences”) is a V P node on the oval. 
5. Sibling Features (S BF). The siblings of the root of (“social sciences”). This feature considers 
neighboring nodes (V BD node on the oval with red color) which share the same parent node (V P), shown 
in figure 2b. 
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Fig. 2. Illustration of some example features. 
Those various features make local and non-local information around the phrase.  During the process 
of extracting features, we must annotated billing phrases given a source sentence and its parse tree.  The 
implementation of annotating labels of phrases is as follows: 
 
  We calculate based on a previous phrase alignment aiെ1 of ai . With each phrase pair (e¯i , f¯ai ), 
we have m examples of phrase pairs (e¯i , f¯ai , ai , ai ) (k = 1, . . . , m). Each example of phrase pairs, we extract 
of   for Maximum Entropy-based reordering model. We use features based on subtree   
two temples of features: single features and combine features. Each phrase has three linguistic 
elements. Therefore, examples of phrase pairs have nine features in total. In other words, each phrase pair   
(e¯i , f¯ai ) have 9m features in total. 
 
4.2. Training 
First, each phrase pair, we extract examples of phrase pairs.  Second, we extract features from those 
examples. Finally, we compute p(oi ȁe¯i , f¯ai ) using Maximum Entropy model. We assume that phrase ei  spans 
the word range s, . . . , t in the target sentence e and that the phrase f¯ai   spans the range u, . . . , v in the source 
sentence f . All examples of phrase pairs in this paper are extracted according to the phrase-extract algorithm 
[10], with maximum length set to 8. 
We identify orientation of phrases using hierarchical orientation model described in [1].  This model 
analyzes alignments beyond adjacent phrases. Specifically, orientation is set to oi  = M if the phrase extract 
algorithm is able to extract a phrase pair at (s í 1, u í 1) given no constraint on maximum phrase length (if 
orientation of phrase pair e1 , f1  at (s í 1, u í 1) is M then orientation of a phrase pair e2 , f2  (e2  is sub-
phrase 
of e1 ) at s í 1 is M). Orientation is S if the same is true at (s í 1, v + 1), and orientation is (D) otherwise. 
We induce features as descried in Section 4.1 from examples of phrase pairs described above. Then we 
use the open source toolkit for Maximum Entropy1  to train Maximum Entropy model for reordering model. 
We set the iteration number to 100 and Gaussian prior to 1. 
 
4.3. Decoding 
In the decoding process, we need to find eˆ according to formulation 1. We develop our decoder PBSMT 
which adapts Pharaoh decoder [11]. To integrate HRM model into decoding, we compute reordering score 
 
 
1 http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/s0450736/maxent toolkit.html 
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Ban 
biet 
bo_phim 
 
bat_dau 
 
h1  may gio 
h2 khong 
h3 
? 
 
Do    you   know   what   time  the   film   begin   ? 
 
 
Fig. 3.  Hierarchical phrase h1   and h2   show that “may gio” and “khong” have a swap orientation. Whereas, h3 shows that “?”  is 
monotone orientation. 
 
 
Target phrase Source spans Implementation oi Stack (S tk) 
Ban [2-2] S M 
biet [3-3] R M [2-2] 
bo phim [6-7] S D [2-3] 
bat dau [8-8] R M [6-7], [2-3] 
may gio [4-5] R S [6-8], [2-3] 
khong [1-1] R,R S [2-8] 
? [9-9] R,A M [1-8] 
 
 
Fig. 4. The shift-reduce parsing algorithm for identifying hierarchical blocks with example in Figure 3. 
 
with HRM model. In other words, we identify p(oi ȁe¯i , f¯ai ).  For computing those probabilities, the model 
must identify contiguous blocks-monotone (M) or swap (S) that may be merged into hierarchical blocks. 
We adapt the way in [1, 12], we use an instance of the shift-reduce parsing algorithm, and relies on a stack 
(S tk) of source substring that have already been translated. Each time the decoder adds a new block to the 
current translation hypothesis, it shifts the source language indices of the block into S, then repeatedly tries 
reducing the top two elements of S if they are contiguous.  We need not to store target language indices 
into the stack because the decoder proceeds left to right, and thus successive blocks are always contiguous 
according to the target language. 
For example: A given source sentence in English “Do you know what time the film begins ?” and trans- 
lation sentence in Vietnamese “Ban biet bo phim bat dau may gio khong ?”. We demonstrate the steps for 
this translation process. Figure 4 describes an example of the execution of this algorithm for the translation 
output shown in Figure 3, which is implemented by a PBSMT decoder integrating hierarchical reordering 
model.  The first column shows target phrases which the decoder proceeds left to right.  Implementation 
column includes shift (S), reduce (R), and accept (A) for operating the stack S tk.  The source and stack 
columns contain source language spans (the word ranges of source phrases in source sentence), which is 
the information needed to determine whether two given blocks are contiguous. oi  column shows the label 
is predicted by the hierarchical model by comparing the current block to the hierarchical phrase that is at 
the top of the stack. The decoder successively pushes source-language spans [2-2], [3-3], which are succes- 
sively merged into [2-3], and correspond, to monotone orientations. It then encounters a discontinuity that 
prevents the next block [6-7] from being merged with [2-3]. Next, the decoder merged [8-8] with [6-7] into 
[6-8] with monotone orientation, and then merged [4-5] with [6-8] into [4-8] with swap orientation. As the 
decoder reaches the last phrase of the sentence (“khong”), corresponding to source-language spans [1-1] 
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Table 1. Corpora and datasets (sentences) 
 
Corpus  Sentence pairs Training set Dev set Test set 
General 55,341 54,642 200 499 
 
Table 2. Corpus statistics of English-Vietnamese translation task. 
 
 
Trainin 
 English  Vietnamese 
g Sentences  54,642  
Average sentence length 11.2  10.6 
Words 614,578  580,754 
Vocabulary 23,804  24,097 
Test Sentences  499  
 Average sentence length 11.2  10.5 
 Words 5620  6240 
 Vocabulary 1844  1851 
 
 
which is successively merged with [2-8], yielding a stack that contains only [1-8]. 
 
 
5. Experiments 
 
5.1. Data sets 
We conducted the experiments with English-Vietnamese pair. We used the English-Vietnamese corpus, 
which was collected from daily newspapers (named “General”) [13]. This corpora, which includes 55, 341 
sentences, are split into training sets, development test sets, the test sets. Data sets are described in Tables 1 
and corpus statistics are shown in Table 2. 
 
5.2. BLEU score 
We carried out the experiments on a PC with Core 2-Duo processor 2.4Gz, RAM memory 4GB. We ran 
GIZA++ [14] on the training corpus in both directions using its default setting, and applied the refinement 
rule “grow-diag-final” [2] to obtain a single many-to-many word alignment for each sentence pair.  For 
learning language models, we used the SRILM toolkit [15]. For MT evaluation, we used the BLEU measure 
[16] calculated by the NIST script version 11b. For parsing the training set of English sentences, we used 
a the state-of-the-art statistical English [17].  Then we extract the features of examples of phrase pairs 
according to the way described in Section 4.1. 
The translation results are presented in Table 3.  The baseline system is a non-monotone translation 
system, in which the decoder does reordering on the target language side (we adapted the beam search de- 
coding algorithm [11]). Additionally, we also compare our systems with two systems: (1) the state of the art 
PBSMT system - Moses [4], which uses a lexicalized reordering model; (2) the HRM system, which uses 
a lexicalized hierarchical reordering model [1].  Evaluation of impact of the local and non-local features, 
the systems which use our method include “HW+TG+SL”, “HW+TG+SL+PF”,  “HW+TG+SL+SBF” 
and “HW+TG+SL+PF+SBF” systems.   The BLEU score of HRM and four MEM systems are 35.39 
and 36.14 and 36.35 and 36.51 and 36.76 absolute points, which improved by 0.64, 1.39, 1.67, 1.58 and 
2.01 points compared with the Moses system, respectively.   The BLEU scores of “HW+TG+SL” and 
“HW+TG+SL+PF+SBF” (all features) systems improved by 0.75 and 1.37 points compared with the HRM 
system, respectively. Using the sign-test defined by [18], the improvement of “HW+TG+SL+PF+SBF” sys- 
tem is statistically significant at p < 0.01 while that of ”HW+TG+SL” system is not statistically significant. 
This shows that the eīect of non-local features (PF and PBF). 
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Table 3. Translation performance for the English-Vietnamese task on diīerent feature sets 
 
Corpus  Method BLEU score 
General Baseline 34.07 
Moses 34.75 
HRM 35.39 
HW+TG+SL 36.14 
HW+TG+SL+PF 36.51 
HW+TG+SL+SBF 36.42 
HW+TG+SL+PF+SBF (all) 36.76 
 
 
Our method is eīective (The “HW+TG+SL+PF+SBF” system achieves significant improvement over 
HRM model with 1.37 point).  Because a number of of examples of phrase pairs which occur at least 10 
times is 0.1% and a number of examples of phrase pairs which occur once is 96.5%, relative-frequency 
based probabilities with HRM model causes errors. 
 
 
6. Conclusion 
 
In this paper, we propose a framework for predicting orientation and estimating probabilities base on 
Maximum Entropy for a lexical hierarchical reordering model. We can integrate rich linguistic information 
as local and non-local features into our framework. The experiment results with English-Vietnamese pair 
show that our approach achieves significant improvements over the system which use a lexical hierarchical 
reordering model [1]. In future, we also plan to solve the phrases do not appear in the phrase table (unseen 
phrases) by combining with chunking of source sentence.  We also plan to carry out experiments for our 
method with the language pair of large corpus and diīerent grammar, such as English-Japanese. 
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